Faculty Emeriti Association
Steering Committee Planning Meeting
November 15, 2006
Radiology Building Auditorium

Attendees: Stone, Reid, Wickert, Ishino, Sommers, Rovner, Funk, Kimball, Harper
Jones, Forsyth, Medick, VanOsdall, Shaw, DeZure
Guests: Potchen, Sticklen

Potchen and Sticklen spoke for 75 minutes about academic governance and FEA’s
place within the MSU structure.

The following items were brainstormed for the future of the organization.
- Add values to self, org, MSU, comm.
- Examine other universities e.g ASU(website)
- 20-40 prog.
- Formalize guidelines, by-laws, constitution, comm.
- Implement
- Annual Election/update/Event
- Funding/dedicated person w/MSU
- Bring together – faculty offspring who are famous
- Teach on-line classes
- Kedzie Reunion involvement
- Additional Representation
- Recycling books -> prisons, etc, old age
- Reach out/Different voices
- DHI – leading effort (pictures on website) USC, UCLA, Berkley
- Data mining- Facilitating ind. Participation
- Literary – comm./MSU – gaps
- Service project captures experience
- Guidelines – finish elections
- Look at other inst.
- Best practices
- Susan Eklund, IU, Dean of Education
- Assign institutions
- Bylaws
- Type of group (faculty)
- Activities
- Send to constitutions/vote www.ASU.edu
-Where the org. is connected to University (relations)